»The Search for Love or Around the World on a
Bicycle«, »Shambala – on a Bicycle to Tibet«, »Lonely
Paths«, »Mana, on a Bicycle among Indians«, »Nuba, the
Pure People«
“In the winter of  , after successfully lobbying for
the Nuba people, the then Slovenian president Janez
Drnovsek appointed me his special emissary for Darfur.”
Left and right leg allow walking, left and right hand
working, left and right wing ﬂying. Left and right eye
allow for a depth perception, left and right ear allow for
stereo hearing, a man and a woman united create a child
and two continents allow one to understand more...
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Oil and water

In the last forty years, precipitation in the Sahel has diminished by thirty
percent. The Sahara is spreading at a speed of seven kilometres per year. Fifty
million natives can no longer survive with their traditional manual labour.
Wars for water among native peoples and tribes are used by powerful foreign
forces in their war for oil and other resources.
Africans are the cheapest soldiers.
Death is free in Africa.
The most eﬀective assistance for the innocent victims living on the altar of the
world are miniature video cameras and satellite connections that can help women
and children scream for help. And drilling equipment to enable the search for water
so the local people can tap into the largest underground lake of drinking water on
the planet.

»Blood is not water. Blood is thicker than water. But
oil is thicker blood.«

»Those were diﬃcult times for the Nuba people. I
would go with left wing and the right, with communists
and the Vatican. I would go with Satan himself if it
would make any diﬀerence. Leni Riefenstahl was only
the last in the long line of weighty people through whom
I have tried to stop the extermination of the most
innocent.«
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